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How to unlock uniden bc125at

500 Alpha Tagged Channels Close Call Do Not Disturb Mode Civilian and Military Air bands Service Search Weather Alert 10 Channel Storage Banks - You can store up to 50 frequencies into each bank for a total of 500 frequencies so you can more easily identify calls. PC Programming - you can download information into the scanner and control the scanner via your personal computer. CTCSS and DCS
Squelch Modes - rapid search for CTCSS/DCS tones/codes used during a transmission. You can identify up to 50 CTCSS tones and 104 DCS codes. Direct Access - lets you directly access any channel. Text Tagging - you can name each channel, using up to 16 characters per name. Memory Backup - keeps the frequencies stored in memory for an extended time if the scanner loses power. Key
Confirmation Tones - You can turn on/off a tone that sounds when you perform an operation correctly or if you make an error. Key Lock - lets you lock the scanner's keys to help prevent accidental changes to the scanner's programming. Close Call RF Capture Technology - you can set the scanner so it detects and provides information about nearby radio transmissions Close Call Do-Not-Disturb - checks
for Close Call activity in between channel reception so active channels are not interrupted. Close Call Temporary Store - temporarily stores and scans the last 10 Close Call hits in the 'Close Call Hits' system. Lock-Out Function - lets you set your scanner to skip over specified channels or frequencies when scanning or searching. Temporary Lockout - makes it easy to temporarily lock out any channel or
frequency. The lockout is cleared when you turn power off, then back on so you don € ™t have to remember to unlock the channels later. Priority Scan with Do Not Disturb - lets you program one channel in each bank (10 in all) and then have the scanner check each channel every 2 seconds while it scans the banks so you don € ™t miss transmissions on those channels. Do-Not Disturb keeps the scanner
from interrupting transmissions during receiving. Priority Plus Scan - you can set the scanner so it scans only the priority channels. Display Backlight - You can turn on/off the LCD backlight, set it operate on squelch only, keypress only, or both. Signal Strength Meter - shows the signal strength for more powerful transmissions. Flexible Antenna with BNC Connector - provides adequate reception in strong
signal areas and is designed to help prevent antenna breakage. Or, you can connect an external antenna for better reception. Triple-Conversion Circuitry - virtually eliminates any interference from IF (intermediate frequency) images, so you hear only the selected frequency. Service Banks - frequencies are preset in 10 separate Police, Fire/Emergency, Ham, Marine, Railroad, Civil Air, Military Air, CB
Radio, FRS/GMRS/MURS, and Racing banks to make it easy to locate specific types of calls and search any or all of these banks. Custom Search - lets you program up to 10 Custom Search Ranges and search any or all of these ranges. Quick Search - allows you to enter a frequency and start searching up or down from that frequency. Turbo Search - increases the search speed from 100 to 300 steps
per second automatically for bands with 5 kHz steps. Search Lockouts - you can lock up to 200 search frequencies: 100 temporary frequencies and 100 permanent frequencies in Custom Search, Service Search, Close Call Search, or Quick Search Modes. Scan/Search Delay/Resume - controls whether the scanner pauses at the end of the transmission to wait for a reply. You can set the Delay time for
each Channel, Close Call Search, Custom Search, and Service search. You can also set a negative delay where the scanner stops on transmissions for a set time then automatically resumes. Weather Alert Priority - the scanner scans active WX channels every 5 seconds to check for the presence of a 1050 Hz Weather Alert Tone. Weather Alert Standby - the scanner allows you to monitor for weather
alerts broadcast on NOAA channels. Two Power Options - let you power the scanner using the included two AA rechargeable or alkaline batteries or the supplied USB cable. Battery Save - works when there is no transmission for 1 minute in Scan Hold Mode and any Search Hold Mode (without Priority Scan). This feature turns off RF power for 1 second and turns on it for 300ms to extend the battery life.
Battery Low Alert - the icon will blink in the display and a tone warns you every 15 seconds when the battery power gets Built-In Charger - allows you to charge Ni-MH batteries in the scanner using a USB port on any computer and the supplied USB cable. Frequency Coverage: 25-54 MHz 108-174 MHz 225-380 MHz 400-512 MHz Write a review Skip to main content Showing 1-10 of 15 answers I worked
for 4 hour trying to resolve this issue. I had programed multiple frequencies before this happened so that was not the issue. Finally, I disabled all banks except band 1 (ie if bank 14579 were present across the bottom of the screen next to "BNK:", I typed 4579 but left 1). When only 1 was left, I pressed the hold button, then held L/O until the scanner asked if I wished to unlock the scanner, I typed "E". The
"SCAN MODE ALL LOCKED! was gone and everything has worked fine. G Mitchell G Mitchell · January 7, 2021 3 of 4 found this helpful. Do you? | Report abuse Wow, 7 years of incomplete answers. When you get the message, it does mean that you don't have channels programmed,but that's not what sent you to ask the question. If you want to search through every available frequency, press the "Srch"
button. While searching, you can add or remove frequency banks 1-9 by pressing the corresponding 1-9 keys. The banks activated will show at the bottom next to "SVC:" and as you press the numbers it will flash what that bank is associated with. Gary Wool · July 11, 2020 2 of 5 found this helpful. Do you? | Report abuse Ran into the same situation and couldn't figure out why. Essentially there are no
channels programmed into your scan banks. The search mode will scan through all the available channels but you should really get the bearcat programming software and a list of frequencies and program the channels as you want. Chaz L. · December 8, 2013 6 of 9 found this helpful. Do you? | Report abuse It’s in the manual (pg 47). “Unlock all Channels in Banks Currently Enabled for Scan.” 1. Press
Hold to stop scanning. 2. Press and hold L/O until “Confirm Unlock All Channels?” appears in the display. 3. Press Pgm/E to unlock all or .Clr to cancel Knight Mode · October 25, 2020 2 of 9 found this helpful. Do you? | Report abuse I just struggled though this myself. First of all you have to program the frequencies you want into the scanner. if it is still coming up as all locked out just hit the "1" button or
whatever bank you have your frequencies in and make sure that particular number is showing up on the bottom of that page. That will allow it tp scan the channels in that bank Heather Marshall · March 13, 2014 3 of 3 found this helpful. Do you? | Report abuse How do we reprogram this scanner? It reads one channel. We want to start over and re- program from the beginning. Nancy C. · December 7, 2018
0 of 1 found this helpful. Do you? | Report abuse I hate this thing, the instructions are a joke. NO WHERE IN THE INDEX DOES IT COVER ALL SCAN OR ALL CHANNELS LOCKED OUT TA · March 25, 2020 6 of 6 found this helpful. Do you? | Report abuse I reviewed the 2 previous answers to your problem. To summarize the two conditions addressed: The unit must have frequencies correctly
programmed into multiple channels and each of those channels must be unlocked and available (e.g., the banks not locked out). If those conditions are completely verified, then there may be a problem with the software or firmware. My unit did have an issue and it was repaired under warranty in a reasonable length of time (maybe 3 weeks?) Mtns2Lakes · December 8, 2013 3 of 3 found this helpful. Do
you? | Report abuse As previously mentioned by some of the others, the reason for this condition is that you don't have any freq programmed yet. The best way to fix is to program in a few freqs and unlock them. The other way involves performing a factory reset - HOLD/2/9 (all three) plus turn on the scanner. That clears all data, but if you're just starting you don't have any. Rocketeer · July 3, 2017 1 of 2
found this helpful. Do you? | Report abuse Read your book for how to unlock all channels, How ever if you have not programmed any channels yet, then it will always say channels locked. Jason F. · December 8, 2013 6 of 12 found this helpful. Do you? | Report abuse In this technological era where every aspect of our lives has been digitized, you would think that radio scanners are a thing of the past but
make no mistake, these bad boys are still very much alive and in use. With the many options in the market to choose from however, it is wise to know what to look for in a radio scanner when you are shopping for one.  If you are a radio enthusiast, then you know there are those features that any radio scanner should always have. For instance, how easy is it to program the scanner? How bulky is the
scanner? Is it a digital one or an analog one? All these are questions you might have in mind when looking for a scanner.  Again, depending on your needs, there are some qualities you might choose to prioritize when picking a radio controlled scanner.  To make the decision making easy, this guide is going to have a detailed Uniden review to help you make an informed choice.  Uniden Bearcat bc125at
Review  If you are looking for a radio that has a solid design then bc125at is one of the best options you can find in the market.  At about 15 ounces, this scanner is lightweight and portable too. You can always take it with you on the road conveniently without hustle.  This particular scanner is built to stand the test of time. The soft keypad makes keying in information easy and hustles free. The backlight on
the screen enables you to use this scanner at any time of day conveniently.    Have I already told you of the 500 channels that this radio comes with? On top of the channels, you have about 10 banks you can choose from.  If you would like to connect your scanner with your computer from time to time, then the USB cable port that bc125at comes with allows you to do that.  You have two powering options
with this scanner. You can switch from alkaline batteries to rechargeable batteries depending on which is most suitable at the moment. It is important to keep in mind not to charge alkaline batteries. Remember to switch off the AC charger always when using alkaline batteries.  How to program Uniden bc125at  Some customers have raised concerns of it being a bit hard to program this scanner. However,
the Uniden comes with a manual that gives you a step by step guide on how to use the scanner. The Uniden scanner software is not that challenging to master. You will master how to navigate it in no time. You can always get some assistance on their website too should you have any issues.   Uniden bc125at software and Features The bc125at scanner alpha tagging is one of the most appealing features
to any radio scanner enthusiast. With the 500 channels, it can be hard to keep track of who you are listening to.  The alpha tagging feature, however, allows you to organize your channels in whichever way is most convenient for you. You can give your channels unique names for instance or arrange them in terms of the content in these channels. You can also arrange them in terms of categories like
weather, aviation, police and so on. This makes it very simple to track who you are listening to.  Another feature that will make using this radio control scanner very convenient for you is the close call feature. This feature ensures that your scanner tunes automatically to the nearest frequency. It saves you the trouble of having to scan manually.  With 40,000 frequencies you can listen to lots of bands both
military and civilian. The frequencies come preset in the various categories, police, aviation, fire, ambulances, and so on, so you can start listening immediately.  Sometimes you may want to do away with a certain frequency you don’t want to listen to. This is made possible by the Uniden scanner bc125at temporary lockout feature. Pressing the key once temporarily locks our but permanent lockout is when
you press the key two times quickly.  The backlit display as I mentioned earlier allows you to use the scanner at any time of day even at night.  Performance When it comes to performance Uniden bobcat scanner is pretty impressive in comparison to other scanners out there in the market. The battery life, for instance, is pretty impressive. It can go for up to a few days depending on your usage. The best
thing is you can always carry a spare set of batteries to avoid getting stranded. When the battery runs out, you get a battery low alert so you can prepare and change the batteries.  The receiver does a pretty good job of pulling signals with clarity. You, however, may be required to buy an external antenna if you want to enhance the coverage if weak signals that are not very close as the uniden bc125at
antenna does not always do so very well.  The audio quality is also very clear. You can hear the transmissions even in noisy streets. You don’t have to be in total silence.  After everything is said, Uniden bearcat portable scanner bc125at performance is one of the best in the market.  Conclusion  Uniden bc125at is one of the best in the market if not the best. The Uniden Bearcat 500 channel scanner is
small in size allowing you to carry it around with you if you decide to.  Where prices are concerned, I can confidently say that with all the features available on this scanner, the money you spend getting it will be matched in value. You can own this scanner at just under a hundred dollars. That is relatively cheap.  If you are targeting frequencies that are not close by, however, it would be wise to get an
external antenna. Luckily, you can easily get one that is compatible with the scanner.  All things considered, this is one of the solid radio scanners in the market for you today. 
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